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Water Lane - Design Code

As the UK’s leading Custom Build specialists, we work
in partnership with landowners and local planning
authorities to enable people to design and create their
own bespoke home.
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Foreword
We may not be aware of it, but at all stages of life
the places we live, work, learn and play impact our
mood, health, sense of emotional, mental, physical
well-being as well as our experience of community,
belonging and safety. Therefore, good design is
crucial in ensuring that architecture, infrastructure
and landscaping make a positive impact on our day
to day lives. Our vision is to see investment not just in
good design but in excellence that will improve the
lives of not just the few but all. We need to prioritise
good design and cultivate strong new communities,
producing homes at a greater pace, whilst delivering
the mix and tenure of housing that people want and
need to be successful.
Good design can be defined as design which is
suitable for its use, robust and pleasing and can be
assessed by evaluating the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proposed use and users
Inclusion and sense of community
Incorporation of flexibility and future proofing for
diversity
Thought to safety & security
Thought to materials, detail and construction
Technical infrastructure & services
Existing context
Existing and proposed landscaping
Consideration to its environmental impact,
running costs and maintenance
Beauty & thought to experiential quality

The influence of volume house builders has created an
often reduced range of standardised market housing.
Through self and custom build there is an opportunity
to utilise the skills of Architects, Designers and
planners, promoting partnership for a joint approach
to the challenges and opportunities of individual
sites. There is precedent of successful collaboration
between public and private sector working together
to deliver successful neighbourhoods, responding to
housing demand and timescales, achieved with joint
and long term commitment to high quality design.
Demand for new build, sustainable, energy efficient
homes will become more appealing to the general
public if they have the choice of beautiful homes,
with varied aesthetics, real character and longevity.
High quality housing relevant to its context and
responsive to peoples needs and importantly those of
the environment should be the minimum standard.
This design code responds to design guidance set
out by both the ministry of housing, communities
and local government and the Royal Institute of
British Architects as a framework for ensuring that
our aspirations for quality design are implemented.

Artist Impression of proposed development.
Credit: Allan Corfield Architects Ltd.
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1.0 Introduction &
Definitions
1.1 The Project Proposal
This document relates to the development of 9
self and custom build plots on a site accessed off
Water Lane in Frisby on the Wreake, England. The
opportunity on this site is to respond to planning
legislation that supports and actively encourages
opportunities for people in England to build their
own homes.
“75 per cent of people would not choose a home
built in the last 10 years”
‘The Case for Space : the size of England’s new homes’ (RIBA, 2011)

Artist Impression of proposed development.
Credit: Allan Corfield Architects Ltd.
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1.2 Planning Context
National Planning Policy Framework
Under paragraph 59 of the NPPF the government
describes its objective to significantly boost the
supply of homes and notes the importance of having
a sufficient amount and variety of land for specific
housing requirements. Under paragraph 60 the
government clearly notes that planning policy should
reflect the size, type and tenure of housing needed
for different groups in the community including
those wishing to commission or build their own
homes. Paragraph 117 states that planning policies
and decisions should “promote an effective use of
land in meeting the need for homes and other uses,
while safeguarding and improving the environment
and ensuring safe and healthy living conditions.”
Self Build and Custom Housebuilding Act 2015
Under the Self-build and Custom Housebuilding Act
2015, as amended by the Housing and Planning Act
2016, the Council has legal duty to keep a register of
individuals and associations of individuals (i.e. groups)
who are seeking to acquire serviced plots of land
in its area and to have regard to that register when
carrying out its planning, housing, land disposal and
regeneration functions. This includes development
management decisions and plan-making. Unless
exempt, the Council also has a legal duty to grant
sufficient ‘development permissions’ to meet the
demand for self-build and custom housebuilding in
its area. The duty to keep a register was commenced
on 1st April 2016 and the duty to grant sufficient
‘development permissions’ to meet the demand on
the register commenced on 31 October 2016.
Under these provisions the Council must meet local
demand by consenting serviced plots for custom and
self-build housing on an annual basis.
8

The definition of Self-build and Custom Housebuilding
is set out in Section 1(A1) and (A2) of the Self-build
and Custom Housebuilding Act 2015 (as amended).
The NPPF describes this form of housing as housing
built by an individual, a group of individuals, or
persons working with or for them, to be occupied by
that individual and that such housing can be either
market or affordable housing.
Housing and Planning Act 2016
Self-build & Custom Build
In chapter 2 of the Housing and Planning Act
2016 notes the definition of self-build and custom
housebuilding as completion of a house by individuals,
associations of individuals or persons working with
or for individuals or associations of individuals to be
lived in by those individuals.

Permissions Which Meet Demand
All Local Authorities in England are required by the
Act to grant sufficient ‘development permissions’ to
meet the demand as established on their register
for Custom and Self-build housing in their area, on a
rolling annual basis. So, permissions equal to people
on the register between 31st of October (when the
Act came into force) and the same date of the next
year e.g. 31/10/19-31/10/20 should be approved by
31/10/2023 etc..
The Self-build and Custom Housebuilding
Regulations 2016
These regulations set out the criteria for applying to
the self build register, who is eligible, the content of
the register, how applications are determined and
removed.

Serviced Plot
The chapter goes on to define a serviced plot as
a plot of land that has access to a public road and
connections to electricity, water and waste or that
can be provided with these services within a specified
period of time or in specific circumstance.

Precedent: Derwenthorpe, York by Studio Partington
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1.3 Definitions
Design Code
The NPPF and guidance encourages the use of and
sets out a framework for Design Codes, for private
homebuilding projects. As a result many local
authorities are also encouraging their use in their
local plans. A design code gives a detailed summary
of design rules for the character of a masterplan,
the site & houses, paying particular attention to
materials, boundary treatments, street scape, green
areas and any other information relevant to the site
in question. A design code is not overly prescriptive,
in order to allow variation and originality, i.e. creative
freedom for house builders to build a home fit for
their requirements tastes, whether contemporary or
traditional. The us of design codes reduces risk for all
parties involved, it increases design quality through
the use of some high level rules.
Plot Passport
A plot passport tells the user in a simplistic manner,
everything they need to know about their chosen
plot of land and what they can build on it. Information
will include; its size, the maximum gross internal area
and the maximum height of the building allowed
on the site, the acceptable distances between the
building footprint & boundaries, acceptable building
materials, where & how services are provided and the
likely ground conditions.

Reserved Matters
Reserved Matters in planning terms, are the parts
of a proposal which an applicant can choose not to
include with an outline planning application so that
they can be determined later. Article 2 of the Town
and Country Planning (Development Management
Procedure (England) Order 2015 defines reserved
matters under the following categories:
Access to and within the site for pedestrians, cyclists
and vehicles. This will include the position and
finishes of access and movement routes and their
connection to the existing access network.
Appearance of the visual aspects of the buildings/
place i.e. the architecture, materials, ornamentation,
lighting, colour and textures.
Landscaping i.e. boundary treatments to a building,
planting including trees, hedges etc, formation of
earthworks, design of garden layouts, water features,
public art/sculpture and any other relevant features.
Layout is the design of the positioning of building,
routes and spaces relative to one another and any
existing development.
Scale is the detail of the massing of the buildings
proposed, i.e. their length, width and height in
relation its environment.

Artist Impression of proposed development.
Credit: Allan Corfield Architects Ltd.
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2.0 Context
Understanding and responding to the location
of a proposed development; its immediate, local
and district surroundings is vital to the success
of a development. Context is history, culture and
landscape, the vernacular, what is existing and
developing, site character and also the specific
requirements for the future of the local community
to be inclusive, sustainable and successful whilst
fostering a sense of place.
Precedent: Carrowbreck Meadow, Hamson Barron Smith

12
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2.1 Project Location

2.2 Site Context

Location
Frisby on the Wreake is located 9 miles northeast
of Leicester and 3 miles west of the town of Melton
Mowbray and has around 600 residents. Parts of the
village of date back to the medieval era and is still
thriving to this day. The proposed site consists of 1.47
ha of flat, agricultural land, which is accessed from
the West of Water Lane in between the Railway Level
Crossing and Sunloch Cottage. The site is not located
within a conservation area.

Boundaries
To the north of the site there is a pumping station
(with wire mesh boundary) and the railway line and
level crossing are behind this. To the east of the site
are the rear gardens of existing properties. On the
north (within the same site), south and west sides of
the site there is existing grazing fields.
The proposed site off Water Lane is agricultural in
character, the boundaries of this greenfield site are
defined (south, west and south east) by hedges and
trees. The eastern boundary consists of a timber
fence and brick walls.
Transport Links
The site is only a 5min walk to the nearest bus stop
between Hollow Lane and Main Street. The bus is
a telephone booking on demand service which
provides services to Melton Mowbray and Leicester
throughout the week.
Local Amenities
The village has a Primary School, two churches,
graveyard, a Village Hall, shop and Post Office and a
the Bell Pub.

14
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2.3 Surveys
Ecological Survey
An ecological survey was carried out in 2016 which
gave advice regarding existing habitats on site, bats,
reptiles, birds and hedgehogs. The management
of these habitats will require retention and further
enhancement, using native species of hedge, floral
species beneficial to wildlife as an understorey within
hedgerows and surrounding the balancing lagoon.
Other enhancements installed by plot purchasers
would be bat, bird and hedgehog nest boxes.
(Preliminary Ecological Appraisal Ref: RSE_627_01-V1,
July 2016 by Ramm Sanderson Ecological
Consultancy)

16
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3.0 Identity &
Built Form
Local character and identity is the culmination
of buildings, scale, form, materials, landscape,
streets, infrastructure and the spaces in between,
the vernacular that is a result of responding to the
place, its history and its people. Well-designed places
contribute to well-being, they are compact to ease
of movement, navigation, safety, accessibility and
connection to amenities, meeting spaces and public
transport. Distinctiveness is created by notable spaces
for activities or uses, buildings, groups of buildings
and spaces and streets established by buildings.
Character is an experience that engages our senses
with more than just aesthetics. Good design can
create and sustain either a new or continued sense of
character and identity in a place, which in turn fosters
a sense of pride for local people as individuals and as
community.
Precedent: Abode by Proctor and Matthews Architects © Tim
Crocker
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3.1 Study of the Existing Built Form

Type 1
Located on outskirts of the village. Large, mid 20th
Century, detached 1.5-2 storey properties on one side
of the road. Generous parking and rear garden space.
Generous space between properties. Detached
garages with pitched and flat roofs. this plot size and
pattern is most similar to the proposed development.

Type 2
Located between main street and primary school.
Compact, late 20th Century, semi- & detached 2
storey properties on both sides of the road, in some
cases forming cul-de-sacs. Minimal space between
plots, minimal gardens and parking space. Many
properties have had extensions built. Some properties
have detached garages. Mainly pitched with some
flat roofs.

Type 3
Located in the historic centre of the village. Random
mix of tenure of semi- & detached 1.5 - 3 storey buildings
ranging from the 18th Century to Modern Day. It is
clear from studying the plan that the placement of
buildings has developed organically over many years.
The location of properties being along the main
street or accessed from lanes. Garden and parking
provision differs greatly from property to property.
The mix of property heights, shapes and sizes gives
precedent for a custom build development where
each plot will be unique within the given parameters.
20

Materials
Local to the area are the following
materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Red & Painted Brick
Render
Stone
Timber Cladding
Thatch
Concrete, Slate & Terracotta Tiles

21
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3.2 Heritage Assessment
The Frisby on the Wreake Conservation Area and was
designated in 1994.
The village is characterised by informal groups of
buildings, predominantly two storey and of simple
gabled form. Building materials are generally red
brick with slate roofs, although there are examples of
whitewashed walls, natural stone and some thatched
roofs.
The essential character of this conservation area
is the village’s compact form in the vicinity of Main
Street coupled with a number of narrow lanes
leading off this Street. Water Lane is one such. This
Lane, which lies on a north south axis, runs towards
the site of these applications. The buildings of interest
and indicative of the character of the Conservation
area are essentially limited to structures close to the
junction of Water Lane with Main Street.
Old Star Cottage, a building of local interest, stands
on the corner plot at the junction with Main Street.
Adjacent is a terrace of small cottages dating from the
middle of the nineteenth century. The windows and
doors have been restored not that sympathetically
using modern materials. On the opposite side of
Water Lane is Corner Cottage as well as a row of larger
cottages in red brick with stone plinths.
Beyond this point the character of the Lane changes,
with larger properties set back within their own
grounds and with glimpses of open countryside to
the west. Boundary walls are a strong feature in the
street scene particularly to the eastern side. Behind
one such wall is The Gables, a random rubble and
brick building with Swithland slate roofs with mid
seventeenth century origins, which is grade II listed.
22

The residential access street is leading off the Water
Lane to the adjacent houses with layout pattern
resembling a more organic development feature
a combination of brick boundary walls with strong
presence of boundary hedging which softens the
streetscapes.
Towards the northern end of Water Lane there are
a number of mature trees which adds some visual
interest to the locality. Beyond these trees there is
little heritage interest. The Frisby on the Wreake
Conservation Area lies to the south east of the site.
There are no listed buildings or other protected
structures in this part of the Conservation Area and
none are visible from the site. The boundaries at the
northern end of the lane are of lower height and
include for the hedging.
An independent appraisal of the site was undertaken
in 2016 as part of
the village assessment by
consultants retained by the village for the emerging
(now made) Neighbourhood Plan. It concluded that
no listed buildings or important built assets were
compromised in any way by the development of
this site. Moreover in considering the impact on the
Conservation area or its setting it was “Far enough
from the current conservation area in the village with
modern housing types found adjacent, so would not
have a detrimental effect upon its historical character
and setting.”
Consequently, it is considered that the development
proposals would not compromise any heritage
assets, which is the same conclusion drawn when the
original outline planning application was considered
by the Council in 2018.

Old Star Cottage, Main Street, Frisby on the Wreake
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Artist Impression of proposed development.
Credit: Allan Corfield Architects Ltd.
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4.0 Movement
High quality design is accessible and encourages
sustainable transport modes that will improve
social interaction, health and air quality. Walking
and cycling to amenities, work, healthcare, meeting
places, parking and local transport is possible by
planning patterns that encourage movement not
only within a development site but beyond its
boundaries. Hierarchy and street type i.e. planting
and furniture should be appropriate for the location,
transport links and creating clear way finding signals.
Access for the maintenance of utilities, infrastructure
and refuse should also be considered.

Precedent: St Chads by Bell Phillips Architects © Kilian O’Sullivan
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4.1 Site Plan Noting Road/Paths & Connection to
Village Amenities

4.2 Site Plan Noting Vehicular Connection through
Village & Wider Context

Walking Distances From Proposed Development To:

Road connections via the A607 and Washstones Land
to Leicester, Melton Mowbray, Nottingham, Derby
and Loughborough.

Village Hall - 3 mins
Pub - 5 mins
Primary School - 10 mins
Post Office/Shop - 6 mins
Pre-School - 8 mins
Church (Main Street) - 7 mins
Church (Church Lane) - 10 mins

4.3 Wider Connections
The closest GP surgery is a 7min drive way in Asforby.
The nearest hospital, dentist, large supermarket,
petrol station and train station are located in Melton
Mowbry a 15min drive from the proposed site.

Artist Impression of proposed development.
Credit: Allan Corfield Architects Ltd.
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5.0 Nature
In the built environment the integration of and
connection to nature i.e. open public spaces, existing/
designed landscapes with trees, grass, planting and
water are critical to the success of a place.
Nature contributes to life quality and well-designed
places will integrate both existing and new natural
features for water management, climate change
alleviation and biodiversity in order to support and
advance the ecosystem. Good designs also integrate
accessible open spaces that facilitate healthy,
sociable and inclusive living with functions of play,
food production, hobbies and sports both formally
and informally.
Precedent: Carrowbreck Meadow, Hamson Barron Smith
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5.1 Existing Landscape
The existing landscape is flat and grassy, and
surrounded by broken hedging and trees. Currently
the site is used as grazing for sheep. The north side
of the site is defined by an existing and in use railway
line. The West and South of the site is bordered by
agricultural land. Th east of the site is developed with
housing and a road.

View from North East of the Site. Existing development at Frisby
on The Wreake visible to the left of the image.

View from North West of Site over existing train tracks.

32

View to North of site, agriculatural low pitched roof behind the tree line.

View from West looking over existing power line over site.
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5.2 Proposed Landscaping/Planting

b.

d.
2

c.
3
a.
e.

f.
9

Existing Landscape Plan

8

7

6

5

1

4

Proposed Landscaping Plan

KEY:

a. New Native Wildflower Planting
b. New Native Tree Planting
c. Attenuation Ponds
d. Benches
e. Roads and Paths
f. New Native Hedging
1-9. Plots

Artist Impression of proposed development.
Credit: Allan Corfield Architects Ltd.
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5.3 Layout Design - response to the local Context
•

The design of the Site Layout and Landscaping for the development have been rooted in the site and
village characteristic features.

•

The proposed development main access drive off Water Lane follows the organic development
observed in the vicinity.

•

The access to the site at its North East boundary is proposed to be bordered by a low brick boundary
wall to provide continuity to the Water Lane streetscape and to define the entrance to the new housing
site.

•

The majority of plots have been positioned along the shared surface access drive that organically
meanders through the site exposing the landscaping features.

•

The informal road layout has been deemed as appropriate to this more rural context.

•

The positioning of the plots and main access route allowed the prospective properties to benefit from
southerly facing gardens and open countryside views to the North, West and South.

•

The individual plots are proposed to have low hedging to the front to aid an openness of the
development, encourage community interaction and support with the surveillance of the area.

•

The existing hedging feature bounding the adjacent fields to the rear (south-east) of plots and along
the west boundary is proposed to be maintained and enhanced.

•

The plot sizing of the development has been established to aid modern lifestyle living where working
from home is encouraged to reduce the impact of car commute with larger properties and gardens to
aid which fulfils the demand for this type of housing in the area.

•

The density reflects the Water Lane characteristic pattern with larger properties set back within their
own extensive grounds and with glimpses of open countryside.

Artist Impression of proposed development.
Credit: Allan Corfield Architects Ltd.
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6.0 Public Spaces
The public spaces between buildings consist of streets,
parking, places to walk, rest, cycle and meet others.
These spaces are just as important as how people
experience buildings. They can be small or big and
integrate nature, street furniture, art and lighting, if
successful the spaces between will be fit for purpose
and discourage crime to create safe, accessible and
be enjoyable places that will be utilised encouraging
movement and socialisation.
Precedent: St Chads by Bell Phillips Architects © Kilian O’Sullivan
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6.1 Communal Areas

6.4 Street Furniture & Lighting

The main communal area in this development is the
shared access to the site. This lush green site provides
the opportunity for a relaxed and informal road
layout appropriate for the rural context. Pedestrian
pathways and spaces to stop and sit, perhaps watch
the trains go by or the wildlife by the ponds and enjoy
the beautiful surroundings. These small interventions
will encourage social interaction, play and recreation.

Benches will be dotted along the length of the
pedestrian/cycle path to create opportunities for
residents, walkers and cyclists to stop and take a rest
or enjoy the view over the fields.

6.2 Roads, Street and Paths
Permeable materials such as paviers, pebbles and
grasscrete could be incorporated for paths and roads
to ensure the country feel of the site is retained.

6.3 Boundary Treatments
Hard: Brick walls, hedges, open and closed timber
fencing at around 1.2m are all vernacular hard
boundary treatments, which would be suitable
treatments for the plots, creating privacy whilst
ensuring a level of natural surveillance from inside
the properties.

External lighting should be incorporated by each plot
purchaser to their plot to illuminate the road and
paths to ensure a well lit, safe access throughout the
site. Lighting should be planned in such a way that it
has minimal impact on the site, therefore we would
suggest that lighting should be incorporated either
as part of the boundary treatment and/or at the plot
entrance so that it is not an obtrusive addition to the
site.

Paviers

Pebbles

Closed Fencing

Open Fencing

Hedge

1.5m High

1.0m High Min

1.2m High

Grasscrete

Wood Chips

Grass

Wild Flowers

Soft: Grass, wild flower planting and woodchips
could be suitable for boundary edge treatments to
soften the edges between the private plots and the
communal access. These types of materials would
encourage biodiversity, water drainage and visual
interest appropriate for the context.
Lighting Ideas

40

Public Benches
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7.0 Homes
“How much better it would be if the quality of new housing was such that it
would be welcomed as an enhancement to established communities, bringing
new life and new activity and knitting in to the character of the place…This
does not require a pastiche approach. The best developments build around
and within existing places and provide a range of contemporary responses to
tried and tested traditional built forms.... “ Historic England
(https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/conservation-bulletin-72/cb-72/)

If a place is to be successfully sustainable it should
support everyday requirements i.e. how we work, live
and play. Quality design will avoid segregation within
developments and maximise opportunities for social
integration by creating a consistent design quality
across all tenures. When homes and buildings are fit
for purpose they achieve accessibility, sustainability
and functionality, they support diversity, future
proofing for changing requirements and encourage
the health and well-being of their users. Room sizes,

storage, floor to ceiling heights, privacy, daylight,
sun, ventilation and outdoor space are all important.
Good design creates ease of use, comfort, safety
and security, efficient running costs, reduction
of greenhouse gases through natural ventilation,
avoiding overheating and minimising sound pollution,
all encouraging a more sustainable, healthy lifestyle.
Homes and buildings should be positioned to relate
well to their natural and built surroundings making
consideration to both public and open spaces.

Precedent: The Avenue by Pollard Thomas Edwardst
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7.1 Design Code Preamble
Whilst individuality lies at the heart of custom and self-build housebuilding, it is important that control
mechanisms are applied to ensure the final built environment is architecturally coherent and delivers the
expected project viability. The individual nature of custom and self-build housing also means that unless
proportionate design controls are enforced, the evolution of the scheme architecture may not be in line with
the Council’s design quality expectations.
Masterplans and design codes are an essential management tool in this context. They are now commonly
used to implement custom and self-build developments nationally and are widely used internationally.
Design codes are specifically encouraged by the NPPF as a useful tool to help deliver design quality and are
best implemented by being linked to the planning permission via a planning condition.
They are also a central part of the Government’s recently published National Design Guide which forms part
of the Government’s Planning Practice Guidance and is a material planning consideration. This must be
read alongside the new Design: process and tools guidance which covers the use of design codes and now
specifically refers to custom and self-build as a suitable form of development which can be supported by
codes to maintain a degree of certainty whilst allowing for design freedom. It also underlines the importance
Government attaches to custom and self-build housing as part of place-making and achieving good design
quality.

44

A design code for custom and self-build housing needs to be carefully conceived to set out the architectural
pallet and features available to plot buyers to enable individualism whilst providing architectural coherence
across the development. A suitably detailed design code enables the development to be suitably managed
on a plot by plot basis and ensure that detailed proposals are in line with council design policy. This also
applies to the surrounding community. A design code can also reduce work for the council and provide
certainty for plot buyers because the design parameters will have been agreed at the planning stage for the
site.
It is equally important however to ensure that a design code does not stifle the ability of custom and/or
self-builders to build innovative and creatively designed homes. An overly prescriptive design code can also
undermine site viability if it is too restrictive. Plot buyers may also be put-off purchasing a plot if their scope for
an individual design is too limited. A key principle is that the more restrictive the code is the more challenging
it can be to sell plots. Key design considerations are best focussed on the site/plots and the acceptable form
of development (for example scale, massing, materials, height, layout and landscaping). A code also needs
to be clear about what is mandatory and what is optional and how this applies to the plot and/or wider site.
Menus of alternative design solutions for specific elements are common in this regard.

45
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7.2 Proposed Materials
Design quality will be expressed by providing a cohesive language through materiality.
The proposed materials for this development have taken inspiration from the vernacular of the surrounding
area whilst also referencing the more agricultural location of the site.
We aim to provide an appropriate and pleasing blend of old and new, tying the new development to the
existing built environment by expressing the contemporary use of materials common to the local. Our
proposal has been designed carefully, focusing on the combined essence of rural, domestic architecture in
the site context. The design focusses on simplicity, quality and materiality. These buildings would enhance
the quality of the surrounding area.
Brick, render, timber, metal & tile roofing will provide beautiful, simple and practical natural finishes suitable
for contemporary and more traditional designs. We feel these materials are suitable for their purpose and
location, echoing the rural feel of the area whilst also reflecting its agricultural context.

Brick

46

Metal Roof

Timber

Slate Tile

Render

Solar Panels
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7.3 Plot Parameters
The main aim of this Design Guide is to ensure
that new housing on this site reflects the essential
character of the area. This means that rather
then copying the designs from the past, the an
appreciation of the traditional architecture combined
with the thoughtful application of modern building
techniques and suitable materials should provide the
basic inspiration for new development.
Build Zone/Frontage Build Line
Within each plot there is a defined build zone/area for
the house and garage. These vary according to the
orientation of each plot within overall site. In doing
so, it has been ensured that each dwelling has the
freedom to maximise garden space and solar gain
within specific plot.
Floor Area (Footprint)
The Buildable footprint within each plot has been
determined and is recommended to be adhered to.
The house floor areas within each plot is defined as
a guideline only. This varies from plot to plot, but it
is intended to ensure that each residential dwelling
individually contributes to the street scape by
encouraging varied form on site as well as to provide
a suitable private garden space provision with
minimised overshadowing from neighbouring plots.
Distances to boundaries, the location of the principle
frontage and garages have been established to
enhance the streetscape of the whole development
as a place to live.

Maximum building heights (scale of development)
Other defining requirements include the maximum
heights which are to be established via scale
and massing and in relation to the surrounding
properties. This criteria is flexible and open to
interpretation of individual designers. Although the
desired maximum height is to be established as the
relevant to its context, the variety in building typology,
including the 1, 1½ and 2 storey detached houses with
pitched roofs reflective of local vernacular, is being
encouraged to enhance the varying streetscape and
create the sense of place. The scale of the proposed
individual dwelling should respect the scale of the
neighbouring buildings.

Vehicular access/ Garages
Private drives to following criteria: min. 3m wide, and
have a min. length of 6m, be surfaced with a bound
material for a minimum distance of 3m form the
edge of the highway. Each plot has provision of either
a separate garage/car port or integrated garage to
the street side of the house. Garages to be set back a
minimum of two metres from the boundary edges.
Garage door to be 6m min from the highway.

Built Form & Style
Where the development has a significant impact on
a small settlement, a traditional design approach is
often encouraged. This document however, is created
to allow for a design variation, creativity, innovation
and originality. The approach should therefore not
preclude the home owners and their designers to
explore a modern interpretation of the traditional
forms, styles and features or contemporary design
within the criteria outlined.

Each Plot passport clearly outlines areas given over
to contractor compound or material storage. Rules
surrounding meter locations and bins can be found
on relevant section in supporting documentation
and are in place to ensure that the overall street
scene remains uncluttered and considered.

Car parking spaces are to be min. 5.0m x 2.5m x 2.0m
(Headroom) and to have a firm surface and be level
(no gradient exceeding 1:60 and/or no cross fall for
drainage exceeding 1:40).

Due to the existing ground conditions and low
permeability of soil, the Surface Water Drainage
Strategy has been prepared which outlines the
proposed drainage design. The strategy incorporates
the sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) in
combination with attenuation storage with restricted
outflow into the watercourses at the site.

Artist Impression of proposed development.
Credit: Allan Corfield Architects Ltd.
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7.5 Plot Massing Examples

7.4 Plot Passport Principles
Each plot is given a generous Build Area (these
vary from plot to plot, please refer to specific Plot
Passport), within which the plot owner is given a
maximum developable footprint. This approach is in
place to ensure there is varied development within
the allocated Build Area.
Within the Build Area a number of requirements
exist, In general, the requirements surrounding
development refer to the following:
•
•
•

•

Scale and massing (1, 1½, 2 storey maximum;
gable - width to length consideration; main roof
pitch)
Principle Frontage Location for the house and
garage
Number of car parking spaces (these can be
within garages and car ports, although garages
and car ports must be within the developable
footprint)
Location of bin storage

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Location of PV’s where applicable
Location of satellite dishes
Landscape treatment (garden hedges, trees etc.)
Planting and maintenance on plot boundaries
New trees to be planted in accordance with the
Design Code. A detailed landscaping Plan will be
required to be submitted with the Application for
Reserved matters
Tree Root Protection areas to be fenced off during
construction
Distance to boundaries specific to each plot
separately (refer to Plot Passports)
Rainwater downpipe filter chambers (refer to
Surface Water Report attached ‘Filter Chamber
Specification’)
Planting and maintenance of hedgerow on plot
boundaries
Habitat Enhancement should include Bat, Bird,
Hedgehog boxes built on to the houses and
boundaries as well as wild flower planting to
encourage insect biodiversity.

Within the build zone & plot parameters you can create a volume suitable for your needs and aspirations.
Here are a few examples:

E
D
C

B
A
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A

Front Boundary Max Height

B

Front Building Line

C

Rear Building Line

D

Max Ridge Heigh

E

Rear Boundary Max Height

Any extensions to the original dwelling must also
comply with the details set out in this document.
This includes, but is not limited to, distance from
boundaries, scale and massing, and principal
frontage.
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ALL DIMENSIONS TO BE CONFIRMED ON
SITE PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION

7.6 Plot Passport Example

•

•

House on Plot 7 has one frontage to shared
surface access road and one to the fields to the
south. The garage has a principal elevation facing
the access drive. The dwelling on this elevation to
be designed to have strong frontage with careful
consideration to the positioning of windows and
doors in order to provide privacy for residents.

Lawn
Build Area 1.5-2 Storey Height
1 Storey
Build Area

Build Area 1 Storey Height

You have a defined contractor/materials storage
area. The details of its use are set out in the Design
Code document and must be adhered to.
The new planting including the new trees is to be
planted by the future plot owner in locations as
indicated on the Plot Plan.

New Native Hedging 1.2m High

Existing Native Hedging tb maintained

e
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Ne edgin High
H 2m
.
1
Min

Access Path

6
,75

20

Office/Material Store

00

7,0

Parking
Space 1

1m Scaffolding Space Provision
Parking Space Provision

1 Storey
Garage
Build
Area

Driveway
Drainage Location TBC

2

49.00 m
Parking
Space 2

Water Location TBC

Parking
Space 3

Electrics Location TBC
00

2,0

Telecoms Location TBC

00

12,0

Plot Boundary
1.5m High Closed Fencing (to sides of plot)

1.5 - 2 Storey
House Build Area
175.61 m2

1m Min High Open Fencing ( to rear of plot)
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5,2

1 Storey
Build Area

30

,7
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A new hedge should be planted on the northwest boundary. The southeast boundary is home
to an existing hedge which should be retained
and finished with 1m high open fencing. The
Northeast and southwest boundary of your plot
are to be finished with min 1.5m closed fencing
to provide privacy. In accordance with the rules
defined within the Design Code document, you
are responsible for its up-keeping.
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14,3

•

A minimum of 3 car parking spaces must be
provided.

•

Key:

00

•

The garage should be min. 3m wide and 7m long
internally.

•

Your house should be positioned no closer
than 7.5m to the access drive and min 2m to
the northeast boundary. The garage should be
min. 2m from the North west and North East
boundaries. Further distances to boundaries are
shown on the Plot Plan. Your Build Area will be
pegged out for you on site, this defines the area
you can develop.

7,0

•

Within the Build Area the scale and massing
recommendation applies. The new house is to be
of maximum 2 storey with a max 1 storey element
to the south side of the property.

•

Pa
r
Sp king
ace
1

Plot 7
4/5-bedroom house–approx. 240m2 + Double Garage
Plot Area: 984m2 or thereabout
Build Zone House 2 and 1 storey elements combined:
240m2 approx. Build Zone Garage: 49m2 or
thereabout

64.14 m2
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2,0

PLOT 7
4/5 Bedroom
Property
984m2
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7.7 Inspiration For Your Future Home
Building your own home is a big undertaking,
especially if you have never built one before! If you are
taking the exciting steps towards your dream home,
then you may as well strive to make it as great as you
possibly can.
What to aspire to:
Light Quality
Natural daylight is important for health, happiness
and the energy performance of your home. Try and
have larger windows on the elevations which benefit
from the sun and smaller (or none) on the North.
Floor to ceiling windows will flood a space with light,
it’s also really nice to get some light from above.
Having rooflights over stairwells is great way to get
natural daylight into often hidden away spaces. It is
important to make the most of Solar Gains, but not to
a point where your home will overheat. You really want
to deal with this out with the house through quality
design rather than via an air conditioning system.
This can be as simple as creating eaves overhangs, or
utilising louvres/brise soleil – both of these methods
will block the highest summer sun and allow in the
lower winter sun, whilst also creating stunning light
patterns through the house.

Space
The first thing you need to include in your brief is
basic room information and room sizes. It is helpful
to use the measurements of your current rooms, as
long as they meet your expectations. The second
aspect you need to consider is your building flow
– the layout/structure of the internal rooms. It is
important to make sure that it will be consistent with
yours and your family’s lifestyle. For instance, if you
need an open-plan kitchen connected to the dining
room so that you can cook while spending time with
your family and entertaining guests. Think about
incorporating features that increase the perceived
space, such as double height volumes or movable
partitions that could close off to create separate
spaces or open to create open plan spaces.

Under Stair Study

Double Height Space

Connection to the outdoors utilising roof
lights & patio doors

Storage
If you are building your own home then you can tailor
storage to your requirements. Modern families come
with lots of stuff, but we expect to see modern homes
without any clutter – the stuff must go somewhere! If
you are going for a contemporary look, you can create
large storage walls, with white painted handles doors,
which blend into the walls or built in window seats
that double as storage trunks.
On the ground floor allow space for larger items like
prams and vacuums, on the first floor make sure
you have built in wardrobes in all rooms, as this will
make your home more saleable (if you ever decide to
move on). If you are creating a 1 ½ storey home, you
can create clever storage in the small angled spaces
below the combs.
Framing a View
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Built in storage including window seat

Built-in Wardrobe
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Working from home
More and more people have the flexibility to work
from home, whether because they have their
own business, are studying or can work remotely
a home office may be a key consideration in your
design. Do you need a quiet space where you can be
uninterrupted, do you need a view to help you think
or do you like to be in amongst what is going on with
kids or a dog to keep an eye on? It may be worth
considering whether a room should be dedicated
to this space or if you are happy to have a nook in a
cleverly design cupboard, under the stair or as part of
an open plan space. Also think about what you need
in this space i.e. provision for a computer & associated
connections/wiring and secondly what you need
to store; books, samples, files and if you wish these
things to be on show or hidden away.
Adapting for the future
In the design stage make sure you not only think
about your current requirements, but also think
about how you might use the home as you grow old.
Key areas to consider are, fully accessible route up to
and into the homes, with larger circulation spaces
and door openings and it’s also worthwhile creating
a fully accessible downstairs guest suite, with an
accessible shower room and consider the future
provision of lift or stair lift.

Perhaps you are thinking about a multi-generational
home, if so its key to create a home where the
family dynamic will work e.g. do you have your own
entrances, do you all eat together etc. All of these
choices will have a big impact on design and budget.
Create versatile living spaces, which can be easily
shared or divided, given the requirements and a
large kitchen/diner at the heart of the home. It is also
really important if an elderly occupant is downsizing
that they still maintain, some sense of independence.
Connection to the outdoors
Is one of your considerations how easily you can
get out to the garden, get fresh air or when the
weather isn’t good feel like you can enjoy all the
benefits without the disadvantages? It might be
worth considering a bedroom balcony for those
lazy summer coffee mornings or sliding doors to a
sheltered outdoor seating area with a gas fire pit and
BBQ, so that you can enjoy BBQs with friends and
family. Either way using large glazed elements can
create an uninterrupted visual connection with the
outdoors or frame particularly special views.

Utilising the Eaves

Connecting inside and outside space

What to avoid:
Maintenance
If designed from the start most features can be integrated without issues, however certain choices could
impact the future maintenance of your home. If you have a finish such as timber cladding that requires to be
sealed or stained every 5 years, then how are you safely going to do this? Picking a timber that is untreated
or going for brick, will remove the maintenance cycle.
The same goes for cleaning of large windows or large double height volumes. These difficult to reach design
features may be accessible now but will cause real Health and safety issues in the future.
Split level homes
Architects love creating split level living rooms to give that wow feature, however, these spaces may become
inaccessible for a wheelchair user. If you have your heart set on this, then factor in space for a future ramp.
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Louvres shade from overheating

Double Height Space

Utilising a larger corridor space
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8.0 Resources
In response to climate change, our resources i.e. land,
water, energy and materials should be conserved as
far as possible through good design. We can help
to mitigate the issues affecting our environment by
minimising our CO2 emissions, embodied energy
and anticipate the changing situation by accounting
for risks such as flooding and rising temperatures. As
described in previous sections, we can also reduce
our emissions by designing in a way that encourages
walking and cycling reducing reliance on cars and
by further developing natural ecosystems that will
absorb CO2. Materials and technologies that minimise
environmental impact should be championed.

Artist Impression of proposed development.
Credit: Allan Corfield Architects Ltd.
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Artist Impression of proposed development.
Credit: Allan Corfield Architects Ltd.
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8.1 Employing an Architect
Embarking on a development presents a range of
factors, constraints and opportunities, all of which
need to be carefully considered and resolved during
the initial design phases. Employing an architect can
bring demonstrable benefits to your project, aiding
and guiding you through the stages of your project;
to successfully deliver your self-build vision. Architects
can guide you through the complex procedures of
planning permission and building regulations and
monitor the builder’s programme of works through
to completion.
Architects provide a service that extends well beyond
producing a set of drawings. Adept at identifying the
aspirations and needs of their clients, architects will
bring their special skills, knowledge and experience
to a project. Not only can architects provide value
for money, but professional attention to detail will
achieve value through the most efficient use of
space and careful selection of materials and finishes.
Environmental sensitivity, energy efficiency and low
running and maintenance costs can bring extra
benefits to your project and long-term savings.
Whether you are looking for tradition or
innovation,boldness or understatement, an architect
can lift your project out of the ordinary. Many people
will offer to alter your building. It takes an architect
to maximise its potential and to do it with flair,
imagination and style. You and your team (architect,
engineer, landscape designers) will be fully involved
in creating a bespoke solution for your requirements.
Architects will guide you through the complex
procedures of planning permission and building
regulations and monitor the builder’s programme of
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8.2 RIBA Plan of Work
works through to completion; managing the various
sub-consultants for you connected with the project
such as interior design, landscaping or making
measured surveys of site or building.
As illustrated by RIBA Work Stages, a project and
its delivery is a multi-stage process which involves
a number of key processes, professionals and
statutory obligations and milestones. With any
project irrespective of the scale, there will inevitably
be challenges, and by appointing an architect
you have the advantage of having a professional
to manage and advise you at each project stage.
An architect’s appointment can be tailored to the
specific requirements of the client and the project.
ref 1:‘ Why use a Chartered Architect? A guide to

commissioning an Architect’, RIAS Publishing ref
2: ‘A client guide to engaging an architect’ RIBA
Publishing, 2013, dependent upon the scope of the
appointment and services outlined. It is important
that you and your chartered architect communicate
with one another throughout the project. You should
keep them informed about any matters affecting
the brief, the budget and site acquisition. Similarly,
your chartered architect should keep you informed
on progress and costs by means of regular reports
throughout the design and construction stages. A
sound working relationship between you and your
architect will therefore contribute to the success of a
project. Your architect can provide a range of services.
For a building project these may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The RIBA Work Stages are carefully laid out to ensure
key milestones and checklists are complete
throughout the lifespan of the project from outline
concept to moving-in day/ Your Architect in
consultation with Planning and Building Control
departments will guide you through these steps,
helping to ensure your home complies with
legislation, meets your aspirations and is designed
with consideration for value, buildability and
aesthetics.

The feasibility of the proposals
Developing design proposals
Applying for statutory approvals
Preparing construction packages
Obtaining tenders for building work
Administering a building contract

Apart from standard services as outlined above, an
architect works with a broad palette of skills and can
provide or arrange other services.
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8.3 Time Frame

8.4 Types of Custom Build

Time Frames
A maximum of 16 weeks to design and submit the application for discharge of reserved matters to planning
department from the date of instruction. Upon receipt of planning permission, all works must be complete
within 18 months. All works refers to all external architecture and landscaping. Where contractors are used,
they must be finished and ‘Practical Completion’ issued within this time period.

Contractor Built one-off Home
This is the most common form of self build. Here the
plot owner manages the design process including
finding the land, hiring an appropriate consultant,
and securing planning and building regulation
approvals. About half of all plot owners then hire a
main contractor to do the construction work; the
other half project manage the construction phase
and hire various sub-contractors to do the work. The
owner might also do some of the simpler tasks such
as decorating. Approximately two thirds of self builds
are currently carried out this way.

Project Timeline

Self-Build one-off Home
Here the owner follows a similar route to the method
outlined above except that they undertake a fair
proportion of the actual building work themselves.
This is popular with people who want to take a ‘hands
on’ approach and may already have experience of self
build. This method currently accounts for approx. 10%
of all self build projects.

Your custom build journey will be unique to you, however, certain aspects of your timeline will remain constant.
Below is a ‘rough’ outline of the development process, from initial design to completion of your home.
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Initial Design
Development

Planning

Building Regulations

Technical Drawings

6 Weeks

12 Weeks

11 Weeks

6 Weeks

Site Works

20 Weeks

Kit or Package Home
The owner finds the plot of land and then works with
a kit company or via an Architect to finalise the plans.
The owner may need to organize the foundations
for the kit manufacture to erect the house. The kit or
modular build company then supply and erect the
house. At times, the self builder has a watertight shell
built and carries out the fitting out work themselves.
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8.5 Passive House
The Passive house standard is sometimes confused
with more generic approaches to passive solar
architecture, with which it shares some common
principles. Where the Passive house standard differs
from more generic concepts is in its ability to reduce
the permitted space heating demand and primary
energy consumption. It can therefore be considered
both as a robust energy performance specification
and a holistic low energy design concept. In a Passive
house thermal comfort is achieved to the greatest
practical extent through the use of passive measures
as follows:
•
•
•
•
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Good insulation levels with minimal cold bridging
Passive solar gains and internal heat sources
Excellent level of airtightness
Good indoor air quality, provided by a whole
house mechanical ventilation system with heat
recovery

8.6 Fabric First
The Passive house standard imposes an overall limit
on the Primary Energy consumption which promotes
energy efficiency in all these areas. As part of this
development, you are encouraged to pursue this
higher standard design approach to the construction
of the individual dwellings, to ensure the overall
scheme is thermally and environmentally efficient.

The ‘Fabric First’ principles within building design
focusing on maximizing the material performance
of a building and its envelope - ‘the forever bit’. The
building fabric is one of the most important factors
of a successful design of a low energy house. These
super insulated wall, roof and floor elements play a
large role in reducing the amount of heat loss over
adopting mechanical or electrical building services,
reduces the core energy demand, overall energy
consumption and carbon emissions of the building;
which is then considered more sustainable and assist
with Building Regulation compliance process. It is a
common practice for a low energy house that the
building envelope is surrounded by one continuous
airtight layer with all components and connections
fitted in an airtight manner to prevent the air drafts
and assist with overall performance of the external
envelope. The third way in which heat loss can be
reduced through the building fabric is to eliminate the
thermal bridging effect. Windows and door frames
are insulated over, and the building is detailed in
such away that areas where solid components meet
are reduced, or eliminated, so that heat does not have
a clear path from the inside of the building to the
outside. By applying the ‘Fabric First’ approach, the
input and understanding of building technologies of
the occupants is reduced and the building performs
and operates to maximum efficiency. The ‘Fabric first’
approach promotes a building methodology which
bridges the performance gap between the statutory
building regulation requirements and full Passive
house certification; which adopts ‘ Fabric First’ as
one of its core principles. It is recommended that the

consideration of the Passive house and ‘Fabric First’
strategy is established from the outset at project
inception which will contribute to the successful
design from the start. Renewables A provision for
renewables is recommended to be considered for
individual dwellings which will assist in meeting
the overall Wigan Council strategy regarding the
sustainability. Adopting either a Passive or Fabric
First approach outlined, offers the greatest reduction
in the energy demands and aligns more coherently
with ‘the energy hierarchy’ which prioritises energy
use reduction as the most beneficial and practical
approach to energy sustainability. In terms of the
whole life-cycle of the building, offering actual
savings on energy demand and associated costs.

8.7 Site Setup & Accommodation
The location of the contractors compound and / or
material storage vary depending on a plot by plot
basis and are located to reduce impact on the overall
street scene. Specifics of location can be found within
the plot passports. Particular care is to be taken to
protect the existing planting as outlined within the
Arboricultural Impact Assessment. Where oversized
materials such as trusses or beams are required, their
storage time on site pre-installation should be kept
to a minimum. During works to any plot, materials
stored within the compound must not obstruct the
public highway or spill out onto the grassed verge.
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8.8 CDM 2015
How CDM 2015 regulations apply to the self-build
sector has only recently been explored by the HSE in
more detail and this chapter aims to clarify how CDM
2015 applies to your project.

Duty Holders
The CDM Regulations place responsibility for
managing the health and safety of a construction
project on three main duty holders: The client
ensures that the construction project is set up so
that it is carried out from start to finish in a way that
adequately controls the risks to the health and safety
of those who may be affected. The principal designer
manages health and safety in the pre- construction
phase of a project. The role extends to the construction
phase through the principal designer’s duties to liaise
with the principal contractor and ongoing design
work.
The principal contractor manages the construction
phase of a project. This involves liaising with the
client and principal designer throughout the project,
including during the pre-construction phase. The
client has overall responsibility for the successful
management of the project and is supported by
the principal designer and principal contractor
in different phases of the project. The principal
designer and principal contractor have an important
role in coordinating health and safety. All three duty
holders must have good working relationships from
the outset if the project is to be delivered safely
and without harm to health. Early appointment of
Principal Designer and Principal Contractor is vital
to assure the responsibilities have been allocated
from the outset. The Principal Designer role can
be undertaken by your Architect which should
be is agreed in The Principal Designer role can be
undertaken by your Architect which should be is
agreed in writing.
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Usually, there will be a fee associated with this
service. A typical duties would include the following:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Providing pre-construction information to all
appointed designers and contractors
Assisting the client in provision of pre-construction
information
Gathering/preparing information for the Health
and Safety File (Associated Risk Assessments &
Method Statements from other designers and
contractors)
Liaising with the Principal Contractor
Construction Phase Plan where design work
is carried out after the construction phase has
commenced
Where there is only one contractor and you do
not wish the PC to take on client responsibilities,
you may choose to enter into a written agreement
with the PD to take on their client responsibilities.

(Please note this applies to Domestic Clients Only)

Please be aware for domestic clients, you may also
choose to take on the role of Principal Designer, but
must comply with CDM 2015 Regulations and take
on liability associated with this role:

The following table No 1 show the client responsibility
against each stage of the project in two scenarios:

CDM 2015 Regulation 11 “The principal designer must
plan, manage and monitor the pre-construction
phase and coordinate matters relating to health and
safety during the pre-construction phase to ensure
that, so far as reasonably practicable, the project is
carried out without risks to health and safety”.

2.

1.

Self – Build (where the client manages different
trades on site)
TurnKey (Main contractor led project)

Guidance on this expresses that the principal
designer must have the technical knowledge of
the construction industry relevant to the project,
along with the skills, knowledge and experience
to understand, manage and coordinate the preconstruction phase, including any design work
carried out after the construction begins etc. Please
note that Non compliance with CDM 2015 is a Criminal
Offence.
Further to the above we highly recommend that
you take some time to read though the following
documentation and understand fully client, principal
designer and principal contractor duties:
• Managing health and safety in construction
-Construction (Design and Management) Regulations
2015: www.hse.gov.uk/pUbns/priced/l153.pdf
• Guidance for domestic clients in relation to CDM
2015 can be found in the Industry guidance for clients
(CDM15/1). Annex F shows the transfer of client duties
from a domestic client to other duty holders involved.
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8.9 Construction Types
The approach you choose will strongly depend on each individual project requirements and specifications,
including foundations, budget, and deadlines.
Timber Frame
Timber frame construction uses timber studs and
rails, together with a structural sheathing board, to
form a structural frame that transmits all vertical and
horizontal loads to the foundations. High performance
insulation is fixed between and over the studs.
Platform frame is the most commonly used method
in the UK. Each storey is framed with floor-to-ceiling
height panels and the floor deck of one floor becomes
the erection platform of the next. Advantages of
using timber frame construction Quick erection
times; Reduced site labour; Reduced time to weather
the structure; Earlier introduction of following
trades; Timber frame buildings have a relatively dry
construction process, which can also be seen as
extremely beneficial when working within tight time
constraint; Low embodied energy if constructed
in local timber; Recyclable; Reduced construction
waste through efficient controlled manufacturing;
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Low volume of waste on site requiring removal;
Can be built to exceed 60-year design life; Energy
efficient when constructed to current standards; Fast
heating due to low thermal mass; Reduced time on
site reduces environmental nuisance and disruption
to local residents; Engineered product; Factory
controlled quality assurance in fabrication; Efficient
use of material due to controlled engineering and
fabrication; Reduced construction time translates
into reduced risk exposure.
The timber frame structure of a typical 2 storey
detached house can be constructed in approximately
3 weeks. The average completion time from starting
on-site is around 6 to 8 months. Likely construction
time to a wind and watertight stage is around 2 to 4
months.
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Oak Frame
Oak Frame construction is in a traditional highly
skilled method of creating an off site fabricated
structural frame. It is labour intensive and time
consuming. Oak frames are constructed off-site, and
brought to site ready to be erected by an experienced
team. Traditionally infill panels of wattle and daub
and later brick were originally used between the oak
frame. Today, the oak frame still fulfils a structural
role, but in order to meet Building Regulations, the
frame is typically ‘encapsulated’ within an insulated,
airtight envelope, often using SIPS.
Advantages of using oak framed construction are
similar to timber frame construction, however they
have a much longer initial erection time; Ease of
construction; Reduced site labour; reduced time to
weather the structure; earlier introduction of following
trades; timber frame buildings have a relatively
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dry construction process, which can also be seen
as extremely beneficial when working within tight
time constraint; low embodied energy if constructed
in local timber; recyclable; reduced construction
waste through efficient controlled manufacturing;
Low volume of waste on site requiring removal;
can be built to exceed 60-year design life; energy
efficient when constructed to current standards; fast
heating due to low thermal mass; reduced time on
site reduces environmental nuisance and disruption
to local residents; Engineered product; Factory
controlled quality assurance in fabrication; Efficient
use of material due to controlled engineering and
fabrication; Reduced construction time translates
into reduced risk exposure; Construction time on site
Oak Frame home can be erected often in about 4 to
6 weeks (depending on size and complexity).
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Structural Insulated Panels (SIPS)
Used in the USA over the past 50 years, SIPS are now
enticing a stronger interest in the UK. Covering all
building types, from schools to retail developments,
SIPS are also gaining popularity from the Self Build
sector for their versatility. They have been used
in the UK for over 18 years now. Made in advance
before reaching the construction site, the Structural
Insulated Panels are factory-made to the precise
measurements of the building’s design. The panels
are built as a composite through layering a rigid
insulating material between outer boards. The
most common materials in SIPS manufacturing are
Oriented Strand Board (OSB) with a core of either
Expanded Polystyrene or Urethane, although a range
of other materials can also be used. Advantages of
using SIPS construction quick erection times; as SIPS
are manufactured in a factory, the manufacturing
phase is performed in a dry and safe environment. This
also reduces the time needed to erect the building.
Airtightness; because they are manufactured in
factory, SIPS are more dimensionally accurate than,
for example, timber frames that are cut on-site. This
also limits the number of gaps in the construction.
Combined with the airtightness that oriented strand
boards (OSB) provide and the minimal levels of air
leakage achieved by the insulation core, this can
meet even the strictest requirements for passive
house projects; reduced cold bridging in comparison
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to other systems; creative design-houses built with
SIPS give almost limitless design possibilities. You can
achieve both traditional and contemporary design.
SIPS are perfect for large, open plan, flexible spaces.
You can also create vaulted ceilings and glazed gables.
This can be achieved as the roof panels are structural,
therefore removing the need for traditional roof
trusses. Construction time on site SIPS is constructed
on site very quickly, taking a quarter of the time used
for traditional building methods. A typical SIPS house
may be built within 10 days. That includes the whole
structure – External walls, roofs, Internal structural
walls etc. Once the windows, external cladding and
roofing are fitted your building will be watertight
and trades can start on the internals. A typical two
storey, 200m² house can take just 10 days to factory
fabricate and then 5-10 working days to erect on site.
The construction will be then temporarily wind and
water proof, and it is only matter of installing doors
and windows to make it fully wind and waterproof.
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Traditional Masonry Construction
Traditional masonry construction refers to houses
built in brick and block. Although brick is used as
an outer skin, it can be substituted with stone or a
reconstituted replica. Following the construction of
foundations, bricklayers erect cavity walls that consist
of an inner and outer skin. The inner skin is the main
structural element, supporting internal floors and
the roof. This is usually constructed using concrete
blocks laid on beds of sand and cement mortar. The
outer skin protects against the elements and can act
as the aesthetic element of the structure.
It can be constructed using brick, stone or block work,
with various finishes. The two skins are connected
by steel wall ties and separated by a cavity that is
partially or fully filled with insulation. Advantages
of using traditional masonry construction: flexible
system in both design and construction; depending
on your house design and the materials specified,
masonry construction can be one of the more cost
effective of all the build methods; there are many
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tradesmen and lots of specialist knowledge of
masonry construction available to complete your
project; a proven track record means it is accepted
and understood by designers and builders to lenders,
insurers and warranty providers; Easy to modify or
extend; Masonry provides good fire protection; Good
thermal performance- masonry materials have a
high thermal mass, which is their ability to absorb
and store heat. In the summer this keeps the building
cool and in the winter the heat stored during the day
is slowly released back into the house at night leading
to a more constant, comfortable environment. The
construction of a brick house will take a longer period
of time, as there are certain steps which cannot be
postponed or done faster. Therefore, a two-story
house with an average surface, will take about 3
months to be completed and about 3-6 months
to apply the finishes and utilities. This is one of the
main drawbacks when speaking about brick house
constructions, but this will pay off eventually, as its
lifespan is close to 100 years.
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Insulated Concrete Forms (ICF)
ICF are pre-made forms that fit together like
Lego. The outside of the form is flat sheets of foam
insulation. These sheets are connected with plastic
framework. During construction, ICF blocks are fitted
together, laced with rebar, and filled with concrete.
The forms are insulated on the inside and the outside,
providing high level of wall insulation uncommon in
standard home construction. Advantages of using
ICF construction Insulated Concrete: often more
comfortable, quiet, and energy-efficient than those
built with traditional construction methods. High
thermal mass; warm during winter and not too warm
during summer; not susceptible to moisture and
mould; more flame resistant than wood; made largely
out of recycled materials; some models provide
effective sound barriers; easy to assemble as Lego
blocks, as they come in symmetrical shapes, with no
left or right sides. Light and easy to handle. Quicker
erection times than traditional methods. Traditional
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wood-frame construction can’t compare to the safety,
permanence, and energy efficiency of walls built
with insulating concrete forms. The polystyrene or
recycled cement-bonded wood fibre material forms
are easily available from the manufacturers, usually
within 24 hours. This is also true of the special readymix concrete, meaning that lead-times are minimal
and so this build process is therefore very flexible,
and delays are typically much reduced. The ICF form
structure of a typical 2 storey detached house with
a footprint of around 250m2 can be constructed
in approximately 6-8 weeks. This is based on two
labourers laying and pouring the forming.
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